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Specifically the group hosts a forum, annually, where lightning 
researchers share their knowledge on lightning physics and 
related sciences; it is also hoped that the inter-institution 

partnerships and collaborations are formed to provide the platform 
to generate new knowledge and opportunities. The steering commit-
tee of the event includes representatives from the University of the 
Witwatersrand, University of Pretoria, University of KwaZulu-Natal, 
Eskom, and the South African Weather Services. The LIGHTS group 
also aims to provide practical lightning safety tips and broad lightning 
safety education through open public engagements.

The inaugural LIGHTS forum was held on 7 March 2012 at the 
Wits’ Professional Development Hub. The event was accredited by 
the SAIEE for continuing professional development points. Fourteen 
presentations were made on the day, from: Dr Andrew Collier, Brett 
Delport, Ian McKechnie, Dr Michael Grant, Richard Evert, Hugh Hunt, 
Jessie Liu, Estelle Trengove, Dr Ryan Blumenthal, Jeremy Usher, An-
drew Dickson, Morné Gijben, Dr Estelle deConing, and Karel de Waal.

A brief summary of some of the presentations follows, including 
the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN), an integrated 
lightning protection plan, a method for correlating ground-truth data 
with LDN data, some novel lightning observations, an investigation 
into lightning myths and beliefs, and the climatology of lightning in 
Southern Africa.

Global Lightning Detection with WWLLN 
Dr Andrew Collier, SANSA

The World Wide Lightning Location Network is a global lightning 
detection network of roughly 50 sensors. There are sensors on every 
continent, including six sensors on Antarctica—the SANAE base hosts 
one. There are two central processors, one in Dunedin, New Zealand 
and one in Seattle, United States of America.

The WWLLN lightning detection efficiency is estimated to exceed 
50% of cloud-to-ground flashes, with a location accuracy less than 10 
km and a response time of less than 10 s after the event. The network 
has been particularly valuable in researching the global electric circuit, 
high energy events that result in terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs), 
and other spherics like whistlers and halos. The network also has the 
ability to detect lightning produced in the ash clouds of volcanoes.

Figure 1: Location of WWLLN sensors. (Copyright Dr Andrew Collier). 

The Integrated Lightning Engineering Plan (ILEP)  
Ian McKechnie

The Integrated Lightning Engineering Plan (ILEP) provides an engi-
neering framework that identifies a systems engineering approach to 
designing lightning protection systems. The framework holistically 
incorporates the external lightning protection system and internal 
zones of protection. 

The plan identifies the critical stages of a successful project: risk 
assessment from all lightning risk sources (not just direct attachment), 
identification of critical systems and areas requiring protection, iden-
tification of technologies involved, and the definition of the system 
interfaces. The integrated lightning protection system is then designed 
into this detailed specification.

The framework also recognises that the physical system is only 
half of the solution: a warning and safety plan are also required; in-
cluding Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) strategy and plans for 
the facility, and educating users on appropriate behaviour including 
key hazards and procedures.

A Method for Matching Lightning Detection Network 
Data with Ground-Truth Records 

 Hugh Hunt

In his presentation, Hugh Hunt provided a resolution of the validation 
problem facing lightning detection networks. The problem is that 
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lightning detection networks measure and report on the radiated 
electromagnetic impulse from the lightning discharge. 

However in order to verify the measurements, additional meas-
urements from an independent system are needed to confirm both 
the location accuracy and detection efficiency. 

His excellent proposal uses the destructive evidence left behind 
after a lightning strike combined with a novel matching algorithm to 
estimate both location accuracy and detection efficiency. 

This low-cost high-quality solution has been applied to the South-
ern African Lightning Detection Network (SALDN) with great success.

Figure 2: Clustering of strokes around a central point, corresponding to a tall 
tower, Copyright Hugh Hunt.

Lightning Photography: Not just a pretty picture  
Yu-Chieh (Jessie) Liu

Yu-Chieh (Jessie) Liu showed that lightning photography yields more 
than just artistic value: some of the work presented provided a means 
of assessing the distribution of lightning strokes across the horizon. 
Thus regions of higher flash densities may be discerned from pho-
tographic records. In the example shown, data from a static camera 
has been summed, and lighter regions correspond to more lightning 
activity. The silhouette of the Brixton tower in Johannesburg is visible 
on the skyline in the centre of the image.

Figure 3: Photographic histogram of lightning discharges recorded by a 
static camera. (Copyright Yu-Chieh Liu).

Some South African lightning myths and beliefs 
Estelle Trengove

The aim of this project is to understand lightning myths and beliefs 
that the diverse cultures in South Africa have. The incredible value 
of this research is in identifying the items in the belief systems that 
increase (or decrease) lightning injury risk. Once identified, and if 
appropriate, directed education can be tailored to improve the un-
derstanding of lightning. This highly complex problem culminates 
at the interface of science and belief systems.

One particularly fascinating example is that of the ‘Heaven herd’, 
the role of which has been described in ancient texts and recent 
ethnographic studies. The paid role of such a herder is to ‘chase’ 
lightning away—to protect livestock and villages—often achieved by 
shouting at an approaching storm from a nearby hill.

Lightning Climatology of Southern Africa  
Morné Gijben

Morné Gijben, from the South African Weather Services, presented 
the latest lightning climatology data from the SALDN in the form of 
lightning flash densities and derived lightning risk maps. The maps 
were compiled from six years of SALDN data and the maps clearly 
show the distribution of lightning over Southern Africa. Areas of 
the highest lightning flash density average between 10 to 15 flashes 
per km² per year, and that the majority of lightning is found in the 
summer rainfall region. This region is of particular interest as it is 
dominated by convective thunderstorms with in excess of 60 thun-
derstorm days per year.

Conclusion

Southern African lightning researchers first contributed to the under-
standing of the lightning phenomenon in the early 1940s, and this 
tradition continues to this day. More than ever our understanding of 
the phenomenon is improving the science and technology behind 
lightning protection; and this improved knowledge has a measurable 
socio-economic impact.

The LIGHTS steering committee hopes to host a series of public lightning 

safety lectures throughout the year, and those who are interested are 

welcome to approach the LIGHTS group through the author.

Dr Michael Grant is the senior engineer at CBI-electric: 
low voltage, and has a BSc(Eng) Elec, MSc(Eng), and PhD.  
Michael is also an honorary lecturer at Wits University where 
he a member of the lightning/EMC research group. Michael's 
research interests include lightning detection, protection, and 

climatology; as well as lightning discharge physics.
Enquiries: Email michael.grant@wits.ac.za.

Abbreviations

ILEP – Integrated Lightning Engineering Plan
LDN – Lightning Detection Network
LIGHTS – Lightning Interest Group for Health, Technology and Science
OHS – Occupational Health and Safety
SAIEE – South African Institute of Electrical Engineers
SALDN – Southern African Lightning Detection Network
SANAE –South African National Antarctic Expedition
SANSA – South African National Space Agency
TGF – Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes
WWLLN – World Wide Lightning Location Network


